Announcement

Viewpoints

This week we debut a new review series for *The Journal of Neuroscience* entitled Viewpoints to provide an overview of a single topic of interest to the broad readership of the Journal. Viewpoints will cover work from many laboratories and are designed to provide an introduction to a topic that is accessible to readers from the many subdisciplines of neuroscience. We invite you to check out the first Viewpoint, *Drug-Induced Alterations of Endocannabinoid-Mediated Plasticity in Brain Reward Regions* by Cheer and Zlebnik, in the October 5 issue. For more information on Viewpoints and our other features visit our website. We welcome ideas for topics that might be interesting for future Viewpoints articles at JN_EIC@SFN.ORG, or you may tweet @marinaP63 your suggestions.
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